
                           Bowden's Estimator of Population Size

Bowden and Kufeld (1995) present an interesting method to estimate population size under
closure.  The advantage is that their method handles heterogeneity in an interesting and effective way,
assuming certain assumptions are met.

Assumptions:

1.  Each animal has an equal chance of being selected for marking and the  selections for markingn
are independent.  This is equivalent to a simple random sample without replacement (i.e., no
heterogeneity).  Animals are given unique marks (e.g., numbered neck collars for deer).

2.  The number of times each individual marked animal is sighted is recorded without error.

3.  Sighting effort must be adequate to assure the “many" animals are sighted several times (at least
   1) during the  resighting periods.k

4.   The number of sightings of the unmarked animals is recorded without error.

5.   Sighting is independent of mark status (e.g., the tag does not influence sightability).

6.   Closure

Data:

Let  be the number of animals caught and marked at time 1 and  be the number of occasionsn k
where resighting is conducted (typically occasions might be days and   5).  On occasion  onek jµ
records the number of each marked animal sighted and the total number of unmarked animals sighted.
Thus, a standard encounter history matrix can be used to summarize the data on the  animals.marked

 Animal #    Encounter history        y3

 1 {101011} 3
 2 {100011} 2
 3 {110000} 1

     ä ä

  {110001}  2n

                                                   Total = Y7

                                                   Mean =  .-y7



From the matrix above, one can compute the number of times that the  animal was resighted:i>2

animal #1 was resighted 3 times, animal #2 was resighted twice, animal #1 was resighted once, while
animal #  was resighted twice.  In Bowden and Kufeld's notation,  is the number of times thatn y3

animal  is resighted (given above).i

In terms of the  animals, the sum of the  is denoted as  and the mean of the  ismarked y Y y3 37

merely It is interesting and important (but trivial) to note that  = .  Now, if we just hady .  n Y /y- -^
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the total and mean  animals, we could simply estimate the number ofY  y  for the unmarked-
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unmarked animals; thus total population size would be the sum of the number of marked animals and
the estimated number of unmarked animals.

However, we do have , the total number of unmarked animals sighted and lack only theY?

mean .  One way to proceed is to assume that = .  Given the validity of assumption #5, this-y y   y- -
? ?7

seems like a very reasonable assumption.  Thus an intuitive estimator of population size is
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-
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This estimator is robust to heterogeneity of animals being resighted and has been found to be quite
useful.  The only serious drawback to this method is assumption #1 – the notion that you can draw a
random sample of animals for initial capture and marking.  This assumption can often be
approximately true with some care in the field protocol.  In particular, the sample of animals marked
should be drawn very differently than the methods used to obtain resightings.  For example, a biased

estimate of  would likely result if mule deer were captured via helicopter net-gunning, and thenN̂
resightings were obtained via helicopter surveys.  The animals most likely to be captured and marked
would be the ones with the highest visibility from the helicopter.  If this visibility bias carries over to
the resightings, then the marked animals would be seen on average more than the unmarked animals.
Of course, one could also argue that the traumatic helicopter capture and marking would affect the
animals resighting rate because of behavioral responses to the sound of a helicopter.  The point is that
care must be taken to meet assumption #1 – considerable thought should go into what methods are
used for capture and marking versus resighting.

Bowden and Kufeld provide several refinements: a bias-adjusted estimator of , a closedN̂
form estimator of the sampling variance, and procedures for setting confidence intervals.  These are
useful extensions to the basic (and clever) idea.  They provide an example using data on moose in
Colorado and some limited Monte Carlo simulation results.

This estimator does not require that unique resighting occasions occur.  As an example, a
continuous effort could be made to resight animals.  Only the total number of times each marked

animal is resighted, plus the total count of unmarked animals sighted, are needed to compute .N̂
Thus, the estimator can be used in some unique ways: allowing tourists in a national park to record



sightings of marked and unmarked animals such as elk, lions, or other species that are attractions to
novists.

Final Comments:

This is a clever method and handy in some situations.   computes everythingNOREMARK
needed for making inference using this method.  Like the jackknife estimator for closed population
size estimation under heterogeneity, the Bowden and Kufeld method is not based on likelihood theory
and thus many analysis options are foreclosed (consideration of alternative models, model averaging,
etc. etc.).


